Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory provides a microscopic picture of how attractive electron-electron interactions in the degenerate electron gas of a metal result in the formation of Cooper-pairs 1 . Each Cooper-pair can be considered a bound state of two electrons with opposite spin and momentum. The superconducting ground-state then essentially represents condensation of these Cooper-pairs into a single macroscopic quantum state -a process analogous to Bose-Einstein condensation. In conventional superconductors, the order parameter (OP) associated with this BCS ground-state typically has s-wave symmetry.
spin ½. As shown schematically in Fig. 1a , the overall electronic state is then an antiferromagnetic Mott insulator because Coulomb repulsion prevents electron hopping from Cu to Cu and the exchange correlation is antiferromagnetic in sign.
Doping these insulating CuO 2 layers with holes (or electrons) causes the appearance of new electronic ordered states including HTS. This is because, with doping, hopping of electrons from Cu to Cu becomes possible -as shown in Fig.  1b . A schematic phase diagram of hole-doped cuprates (which are the most widely studied examples of the cuprate HTSs) is shown in Fig. 2 . They exhibit T c of up to 150 K at 'optimum' hole-doping near p~0.2, where p is the number of doped holes per Cu atom. Microscopically, the cuprate HTSs exhibit many important differences from conventional superconductors. For example, the 'normal' state above T c is not a metal but the mysterious 'pseudogap' phase 3 , the superconducting OP is believed to have d x 2 -y 2 symmetry 4, 5 and the characteristic distance scales (the inter-atomic distance a 0 = ~0.3 nm, the Fermi wavelength λ F = ~1 nm, and the superconducting coherence length ξ = ~1.5 nm) are all equivalent to each other. No widely accepted microscopic mechanism has been identified to explain superconductivity in the cuprates.
STM: constant-current imaging and tunneling spectroscopy
We study the electronic structure of these materials directly at the atomic scale. For such studies, we use a custom-built 6 low temperature scanning tunneling microscope (STM) that can simultaneously image the surface topography and measure the local density of electronic states (LDOS). Surface preparation consists of cleaving single crystals in cryogenic ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) at temperatures less than ~30 K followed by immediate insertion onto the STM head.
Most of our studies have been carried out on Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+x (Bi-2212), whose unit cell is shown in Fig. 3 . Single crystals of Bi-2212 typically cleave at the weak bonds between the BiO layers to expose a BiO surface. Typical topographic images of this crystal surface are shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4a shows an 800 Å square field of view (FOV) topographic image of the BiO surface. It is clean and flat and without apparent adatoms. The mottled appearance is a real effect of inhomogeneous superconductivity 7, 8 and does not represent surface damage. The atoms are displaced from their ideal orthorhombic lattice sites, forming a well-known three dimensional supermodulation 9 of wavelength ~26 Å along the b-axis. This can be discerned as a corrugation of the surface whose maximum vertical displacement appears bright. Fig. 4b is a 275 Å square FOV topograph in which one can begin to see the individual Bi atoms in a square lattice. 
Fig. 2 Two versions of the schematic phase diagram of the cuprates (adapted from 3 ).
The supermodulation is now clearly evident, as well as an additional apparent redistribution of the atoms away from their expected sites along its spine. Fig. 4c is a 64 Å square FOV topograph in which each individual atom is clearly seen. The all-important Cu atoms lie approximately 5 Å below each Bi atom. With this STM system, spectroscopic measurements can be made simultaneously with topographic imaging. To do so, the differential tunneling conductance of the vacuumjunction between tip and sample, G( V) = dI/dV, is measured as a function of sample bias voltage V. Because G(V) is proportional to the LDOS at energy E = eV, i.e. LDOS (E = eV) ∝ G(V), the spatial distribution of local density of states can be imaged. This is done by measuring G as a function of V and position (x, y) -a process which we refer to as a spectral-survey. This technique requires extreme stability of the instrument since it takes up to 48 hours, during which register to the crystal surface with atomic resolution cannot be lost.
Bi-2212 is believed to have a d x 2 -y 2 order parameter symmetry 5 . The ideal k-space dependence of ∆ in such a system is shown schematically in Fig 5a. When the magnitude of ∆ is averaged around the Fermi surface, the resulting density of quasiparticle states as a function of energy has the form shown in Fig 5b. A very common form for the measured G(V) on the BiO plane of Bi-2212 is shown in Fig 5c. It is apparent that this function, which is the central observable of our studies, has many of the attributes expected for the d-wave gap structure. Although the hopping/tunneling process, which allows the electron from the CuO 2 plane to reach the tip, has not been fully determined, we believe that the dI/dV spectra measured in these studies represent primarily the LDOS of the CuO 2 plane.
Electronic impurity-states: theory
A single impurity atom, substituted for Cu in the CuO 2 plane, strongly disrupts the surrounding electronic environment and especially the electronic correlations between electrons on neighboring Cu atoms. The effects of this disruption on HTS can, in principle, be used to help identify the microscopic mechanism. For this reason, numerous theoretical studies have analyzed the local effects of an impurity atom on the superconducting order parameter, and on the spatial dependence of the quasi-particle LDOS, in a d-wave superconductor. d-wave BCS models BCS models with a d x 2 -y 2 OP predict that quasiparticle scattering at an impurity atom should result in a local scattering resonance [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] that, for brevity, we will refer to as an impurity-state. Such impurity-states have been analyzed for both potential (non-magnetic) 10, [12] [13] [14] 16, 17, 20, [22] [23] [24] and magnetic 14, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] scattering, and can be thought of as almost localized quantum orbitals of well defined energy, Ω, and spatial structure. In this type of model, potential scattering is represented by an additional Coulomb energy U for an electron to hop onto the impurity site. The magnetic interaction between quasiparticle and the moment of an impurity atom is modeled as having energy W = J S·s where S is the classical spin of the impurity atom, s is the quasi-particle spin, and J is the exchange energy. If |U|>|W|, the solution for the energy of the impurity-state can be written approximately as 14 ( 1) Here ∆ 0 is the maximum magnitude of the superconducting gap and N F is the normal density of states per site at the Fermi energy. Thus, at each impurity atom, there should be at least one intra-gap peak in the LDOS at Ω, as shown schematically in Fig 6a. Furthermore, in spatial structure, this impurity-state should be four-fold symmetric and oriented with the nodes of the gap. This is represented schematically in Fig 6b.
Impurity-states: experiment
Ni and Zn atoms are adjacent to Cu in the periodic table. Substitutions of these atoms can be made for up to almost 2% of the Cu atoms in Bi-2212 without altering the crystal (although HTS is suppressed with rising substitution density) 33 . These elements are the most widely used in substitution atom studies in the cuprates. 
Fig. 6(a) Schematic of the theoretically predicted dI/dV spectrum at the site of an impurity atoms in a d-wave superconductor. (b) Schematic of the theoretically predicted spatial structure of the LDOS near an impurity at the resonance energy Ω in a d-wave superconductor.
Ni substituted for Cu in Bi-2212 26 We use Bi 2 Sr 2 Ca(Cu 1-x Ni x ) 2 O 8+d single crystals, grown by the floating-zone technique 27 . These crystals have x = 0.005 with T c = 83 K and x = 0.002 with T c = 85 K, respectively. The Ni atoms substitute for Cu in the superconducting CuO 2 plane and are believed to be in the Ni 2+ 3d 8 electronic state with spin S = 1, as compared to the Cu 2+ 3d 9 S = ½ state of Cu. Above T c each Ni atom possesses a strong magnetic moment of approximately 1.5 µ B 28 . Therefore, we might expect Ni to be a magnetic scatterer and, since magnetic scattering is highly destructive to singlet Cooper pairs, to destroy superconductivity locally. Fig. 7 shows two simultaneously acquired LDOS maps from Ni-doped samples measured at sample bias V = ±9 mV. They reveal both the particle-like (positive-bias) and hole-like (negative-bias) components of one of the impurity-states that exist at each Ni atom. At +9 mV there exist '+-shaped' regions of higher LDOS, while at the same locations but at -9 mV the corresponding higher LDOS regions are 'X-shaped'. LDOS maps at V = ±19 mV reveal the particle-like and holelike components of a second impurity-state whose spatial structure is very similar to that at V = ±9 mV.
We believe these phenomena are associated with the Ni atoms for several reasons. First, from the unit cell shown in Fig. 3 , one can see that the Cu site where the Ni dopant atom would reside is directly below a surface Bi atom (but separated from it by the intervening SrO 2 layer). Correlations between topographies and LDOS maps show that all the impurity-states of the form shown in Fig. 7 are indeed centered at Bi sites. Furthermore, the density of the observed impurity-states is in reasonable agreement with the nominal Ni doping concentrations and, finally, features like those in Fig. 7 have never been observed in non-Ni-doped crystals.
High-resolution ±9 mV LDOS maps of the Ni impuritystates (Figs. 8a and 8b) acquired simultaneously with a topographic image of the BiO surface (Fig. 8c) show in detail how an impurity-state consists of two spatially complementary components, i.e. particle-like LDOS is high in regions where the hole-like LDOS is low, and vice versa. To illustrate these relationships, Fig. 8d shows a schematic diagram of the relative locations of Cu atoms, the orientation of the d x 2 -y 2 OP, and the location of the particle-like (green) and hole-like (purple) components of the impurity-state.
We also measure the energy dependence of the spectra near Ni atoms. Fig. 9 shows typical dI/dV spectra taken at locations above the Ni atom, above the first nearest neighbour (1-NN) and second nearest neighbor (2-NN) Cu atoms, at a distance of 30 Å from the impurity site, and the average spectrum for the whole impurity-state region. Two particle-like LDOS peaks are observed at each Ni site. The average magnitudes of these impurity-state energies are Ω 1 = 9.2 ±1.1 meV and Ω 2 = 18.6 ±0.7 meV. Both these peaks become hole-like at all the 1-NN Cu sites and again particle-like at the 2-NN Cu sites but, overall, the spatially averaged spectrum for this whole impurity-state (shown in Fig. 9b ) remains very close to particle-hole symmetric.
Several deductions can be made from these data. First, the two on-site LDOS peaks reveal that there are two distinct impurity-states associated with each Ni atom. This can be explained by theories that consider both potential and magnetic interactions. Potential scattering generates a single spin-degenerate impurity-state [12] [13] [14] 16, 17, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Any additional magnetic interactions between an impurity moment and the quasiparticle spin lift the spin-degeneracy, creating two spinpolarized impurity-states at each magnetic impurity atom 14 . This is in good qualitative agreement with the data.
As shown in Figs. 8 and 9 , the spectral weight of an impurity-state oscillates between particle-like and hole-like as a function of distance from the Ni atom, but the average spectrum of the impurity-state is particle-hole symmetric. Such overall particle-hole symmetry is expected if superconductivity is not disrupted 20, [22] [23] [24] 29, 30 and calculations for the d-wave impurity-state wavefunction show that the particle-like and hole-like LDOS should be spatially complementary 20, [22] [23] [24] . In addition, as shown in Fig. 10 , the superconducting gap magnitude (as deduced from the energy of the coherence peaks) does not change as we approach the impurity site. All these observations point to the fact that HTS is not disrupted locally by the magnetic moment of Ni -a quite surprising result.
In summary, two local states in qualitative agreement with d-wave impurity scattering theory can be identified at each Ni impurity atom. Analysis of the Ni impurity-state energies by substituting the measured values of Ω 1 and Ω 2 and ∆ 0 = 28 meV into Equation 1, we find N F U = -0.67 and |N F W| = 0.14. This identifies the dominant effects of Ni as due to potential, not magnetic, scattering. Nonetheless, the presence of two impurity-states indicates that the Ni atom possesses a magnetic moment, which lifts the spin degeneracy generating two spin-polarized excited states. The existence and structure of the particle-like to hole-like oscillations and the constant gap magnitude indicate that superconductivity is nowhere disrupted. Zn substituted for Cu in Bi-2212 31 The Bi 2 Sr 2 Ca(Cu 1-x Zn x ) 2 O 8+δ single crystals used for studies of Zn substitution are also grown by the floating zone Fig. 3 
Fig. 8 (a, b) 35 Å square differential conductance maps of an Ni atom at (a) +9 mV and (b) -9 mV. (c) A 35 Å square atomic resolution topograph of the BiO surface obtained simultaneously with the maps. (d) Using the information in (a), (b) and (c) and the fact that the Cu atoms in the CuO 2 plane lie directly beneath the Bi atoms in the BiO plane, we draw a schematic showing the relative position of the Ni atom (black solid circle) with respect to the Cu atoms (orange solid circles) in the CuO 2 plane. Also depicted is the orientation of the d x 2 -y 2 OP, and the positions of the 1-NN (open circle) and 2-NN (open square) atoms where the spectra shown in

are acquired. The 10 Å square region inside which the spatial integration of the whole impurity-state LDOS was carried out is also shown. The junction resistance is 1 G Ω at -100 mV for all data.
method 32 and have x = 0.6% nominal doping concentration of Zn 27 . They have a T c of 84 K with a transition width of 4 K. The Zn atoms substitute for Cu and are believed to be in the Zn 2+ 3d 10 electronic state with spin S = 0. Fig. 11b shows a typical LDOS map taken at sample bias -1.5 meV on Zn-doped Bi-2212, whose topograph is shown in Fig. 11a . A number of randomly distributed impurity-states with high LDOS and a distinct four-fold symmetry are observed. These are the impurity-states equivalent to, but in detail very different from, those in Ni-doped Bi2212 in Fig. 7 . There is also a signal at these locations at Ω = +1.5 meV but, because it is at least two orders of magnitude weaker than that at Ω = -1.5 meV, we do not regard it as a particle-like component of the Zn impurity-state.
In Fig. 12 we show the differences between conductance spectra taken exactly at the centers of these Zn impuritystates and spectra taken at regular superconducting regions of the sample (dark areas in Fig. 11) . At a Zn atom we see that the coherence peaks are almost completely destroyed and a narrow, intense peak in the LDOS occurs at -1.5 meV.
We again identify these impurity-states as being due to the Zn atoms via comparison between pairs of high resolution topographic and LDOS images, which show that the center of an impurity-state always coincides with the site of a surface Bi atom that is above the Cu site. Furthermore, the density of the observed scattering resonances is x = 0.2 ±0.1 %, in reasonable agreement with the nominal Zn doping concentration. 13a shows the topography of the surface at a Zn impurity-state. Fig. 13b is an LDOS map centered on Zn, which is presented in a logarithmic intensity scale. In this representation we see that, in addition to the central peak, a dominant feature is a relatively bright cross-shaped region aligned along the crystal a-and b-axes, and extending to a radius of about 10 Å. Concentric with this bright cross, and rotated 45° relative to it, another cross-shaped feature with considerably lower intensity extends to approximately 30 Å from the center. We show schematically in Fig. 13c the positions of the Cu and O atoms in the CuO 2 plane, with the relative positions of the LDOS maxima overlaid as heavy circles, as well as the orientations of the d-wave gap nodes. Analysis of the simultaneously imaged atomic positions and LDOS intensities in Figs. 13a and 13b indicate that the positions of the four nearest-neighbor Cu atoms to the Zn have no local LDOS maxima associated with them, while the positions of the eight 2-NN and 3-NN Cu atoms coincide with local maxima in the LDOS and appear to form a 'box' around the scatterer, as seen in Fig. 13b .
The Zn atom affects the magnitude of the coherence peaks and the width of the superconducting gap, as shown in Fig. 12b . This is a plot of the measured evolution of the complete LDOS spectrum as the tip is moved away from the scattering site along the b-axis. The superconducting coherence peaks are strongly suppressed at the Zn scattering site and recover to their bulk value over a distance of about 15 Å. The strength of the quasiparticle scattering leading to these Zn impurity-states, in terms of scattering phase shift δ 0 = tan -1 (πN F U), δ 0 may be calculated 12 using the ratio of the resonance energy Ω to the energy gap ∆ 0 in Equation 1. Using an average gap value (away from the impurities) of ∆ 0 = 44 mV and Ω = -1.5 mV, we obtain a phase shift of 0.48π. This confirms that scattering from Zn is very close to the unitary limit (δ 0 = π/2) 10-19 . The predicted particle-hole symmetry is, however, absent when averaging over the whole impurity-state. The predicted four-fold symmetry in the LDOS, and its alignment with the d-wave gap nodes, near an impurity atom are, however, observed.
In summary, one local state can be identified at each Zn impurity atom. Only one peak in LDOS is detected at each Zn atom and it occurs at an energy Ω = -1.5 ±0.5 mV so particle-hole symmetry is absent in this impurity-state. At these sites, the superconducting coherence peaks are strongly suppressed, indicating the almost complete local destruction of superconductivity by Zn.
Analysis D-wave BCS models are unlikely to capture the full atomic-scale correlated electron physics of the cuprates. Nonetheless, they have proven quite successful in the identification of the general class of phenomena to be observed at impurity atoms in these materials. For example, the central set of proposals that quasiparticle scattering resonances, and localized impurity-states characteristic of the OP symmetry, could be created by individual impurity atoms in a d-wave superconductor are correct. Bi-2212 Among the many surprises in the data are the clear differences between nanoscale electronic phenomena seen at Zn and Ni impurity atoms. Previous experimental studies using these two impurities have revealed two apparently contradictory aspects of their effects on HTS. On one hand, resistivity 33, 34 , microwave surface resistivity 35 , and T c 33, 34 measurements show quite similar dependences on Zn and Ni doping densities. On the other hand, probes sensitive to magnetic phenomena such as NMR [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] and inelastic neutron scattering (INS) 43 , and probes of the superfluid density such as penetration depth 35 and muon-spin-rotation (µSR) 44 , show characteristics of Ni-and Zn-doped samples that are dramatically different.
From the direct information on their electronic effects, the apparent conflicts between results from different probes can be reconciled. The first set of probes is sensitive to quasiparticle scattering. Calculation of the potential scattering phase shift δ 0 = tan -1 (πN F U) for Ni gives δ 0 = 0.36π while Zn is a unitary scatterer (δ 0 ≈ π/2). The similarity of these phase shifts implies that phenomena dependent on scattering should be quite similar in Ni-and Zn-doped samples. In an Abrikosov-Gorkov model, using these parameters yields a T c suppression only about 20% faster by Zn than by Ni, certainly within the range of experimental observations 33, 34 . Among the second set of measurement techniques are those sensitive to superconductivity itself. For example, penetration depth 35 and µSR 44 measurements show that, in the bulk, Zn strongly depletes superfluid density, but Ni has a much weaker impact. The STM data provide a microscopic explanation for these differences -Zn atoms locally destroy superconductivity while Ni atoms do not.
Finally, magnetic probes sensitive to spin fluctuations reveal dramatic changes with Zn-doping 36, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] , but only weak perturbations with Ni-doping 36, 37, 41, 43 . Explanations for these phenomena have been proposed 39, 40, 42 whereby Zn behaves like a 'magnetic hole' (a spinless site in an environment of strongly exchange-coupled spins) that dramatically alters Cu-Cu exchange correlations and thereby disrupts superconductivity. By contrast Ni is believed to retain a magnetic moment that barely perturbs the antiferromagnetic exchange correlations, which facilitate superconductivity. While the NMR and INS data [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] are quite consistent with the magnetic component of such models, their predictions for local electronic phenomena at Ni and Zn impurities can now be tested. The STM data demonstrate that, despite their magnetic moments, scattering at Ni atoms is dominated by potential interactions and furthermore, whereas Zn atoms locally destroy superconductivity within a 15 Å radius, the magnetic Ni atoms coexist with unweakened superconductivity. All these observations are consistent with this microscopic picture developed from the magnetic probes.
Conclusions
These data reveal the beauty and complexity of the atomic scale electronic/magnetic structure that can occur in the cuprates. They confirm many of the preliminary expectations for individual impurity atom phenomena in a d-wave superconductor. They also represent a precise series of atomic scale phenomena whose details should be predictable within a correct microscopic theory for HTS and, as such, will act as a stringent test of candidates for that theory.
